BOARD FACILITIES COMMITTEE (BFC)
AGENDA
March 3, 2015
Lawrence A. Bertolini Student Center, Santa Rosa Campus – Room 4733

2:00 P.M. OPEN SESSION

1. APPROVAL OF FEBRUARY 3, 2015 MINUTES

2. “100 Year” Logo  Kate McClintock/Ellen Maremont Silver
   The proposed logo will be reviewed for approval.

3. NAMING “BRICK” DONOR LEVELS  Tony Ichsan/Kate McClintock
   A discussion on the price levels for reconsideration by the Board.

4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT MODULAR  Paul Bielen/Tony Ichsan
   Proposed layout and plans for the District’s much needed District Professional Development
   and multi-use space will be reviewed.

5. BASEBALL SCOREBOARD UPDATE  Paul Bielen/Tony Ichsan
   An update will be provided on the newly installed scoreboard.

6. ADDITIONAL MODULAR  Tony Ichsan/Paul Bielen
   Proposed layout and location of a required modular.

7. DISTRICT PROJECT UPDATES  Tony Ichsan/Paul Bielen
   A review will be shared on various District facilities projects.

ADA COMPLIANCE
In compliance with Government Code section 54954.2. (a) Santa Rosa Junior College will, on request, make this agenda available in appropriate alternative formats to persons with a disability, as required by Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 12132), and the federal rules and regulations adopted in implementation thereof. Individuals who need this agenda in an alternative format or who need a disability-related modification or accommodation in order to participate in the meeting should contact Kimberly Kalember, Executive Assistant to the Dean of Facilities Planning & Operations.